
Unit 1 - Creation- Genesis 1:1

Fill in the best answer for each question.

Word Box
beginning deep earth earth

face face form God
heavens spirit void water

1. In the ____________________ God created the ____________________
and the ____________________.

2. The ____________________ was without ____________________ and
____________________ and darkness was upon the ____________________
of the ____________________,
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Name: _________________________________________________

Unit 2 - Mesopotamia

Fill in the best answer for each question.

Word Box
civilization culture Cuneiform farmland
Gilgamesh Mesopotamia richly Sumerian

Tigris written

1. The earliest __________________ began

2. In __________________'s fertile __________________.

3. Euphrates and __________________ flowed __________________ to
nourish

4. __________________ cities where __________________ did flourish.

5. __________________ was the world's first __________________ word;

6. The Epic of __________________ still can be heard.
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Name: _________________________________________________

Unit 3 - Egypt - Old and Middle

Fill in the best answer for each question.

Word Box
3000 B.C. civilization divided Egypt
farmland Hieroglyphs Menes Middle Kingdom

mummification Nile Old Kingdom pharaohs
room tombs

1. In __________________ Pharoah __________________ united

2. All __________________, where river __________________ waters provided

3. Rich __________________ to feed a great __________________;

4. The __________________ pharoahs sought __________________.

5. Pyramids were these kings' burial __________________,

6. Their creed, carved in __________________, filled every
__________________.

7. For hundreds of years Egypt's __________________ presided;

8. The __________________ saw their power __________________.
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Name: _________________________________________________

Unit 4 - Egypt - New Kingdom

Fill in the best answer for each question.

Word Box
Ahmenhotep Akhenaten chariots Egypt's

Egyptians forgotten Hatshepsut Hyksos
kingdom New Kindgom Rosetta Stone style
Thutmose Tutankhamen

1. The __________________ ruled o'er the __________________ a while,

2. Their weapons and __________________ were the new
__________________.

3. __________________ the third and __________________ commanded

4. An army, their fighting the __________________ expanded.

5. __________________ the fourth became __________________,

6. But by __________________ "one god" was __________________.

7. __________________ pharaohs brought back __________________ glory,

8. The __________________ helps us know Egypt's story.
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Name: _________________________________________________

Unit 5 - The Patriarchs

Fill in the best answer for each question.

Word Box
Abram Bible Canaan Isaac
Israel Jacob Lord Mesopotamia

progeny stars twelve

1. The __________________ spoke to __________________ and bid him to go

2. From __________________ to a place He would show.

3. Abraham settled in __________________ afar,

4. His __________________ numbered as so many __________________.

5. Descnded through __________________, then __________________,
__________________ tribes

6. Of __________________ flourished, as the __________________ describes.
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Name: _________________________________________________

Unit 6 - Israelites in Egypt

Fill in the best answer for each question.

Word Box
Canaan Egypt famine fortunes
Israelites Jacob Joseph Moses
people Pharaoh Pharaoh's Sinai

ten

1. __________________ to slavery in __________________ was sold,

2. The meaning of __________________ dreams soon he foretold.

3. A __________________ drove __________________ and sons into Egypt;

4. There they found Joseph; their __________________ had flipped.

5. Four hundred years later God let __________________ know

6. It was time to tell __________________, "LET MY __________________ GO!"

7. The __________________ journeyed to __________________ again;

8. The Commandments God gave them on __________________ count
__________________.
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Name: _________________________________________________

Unit 7 - Israelite Kings

Fill in the best answer for each question.

Word Box
David death divided God

Goliath Joshua Judges Samuel
Saul Solomon

1. ____________________ led the Jews in Canaan's conquest,

2. Chosen by ____________________, Israel's ____________________ knew
best.

3. Annointed by ____________________, ____________________ became
king;

4. The giant ____________________ fell to ____________________'s sling.

5. ____________________'s wisdom kept Israel united;

6. After his ____________________, the kingdom ____________________.
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Name: _________________________________________________

Unit 8 - Assyrian Empire

Fill in the best answer for each question.

Word Box
seige Israel 612 descended

Sargon Babylon Assyria Jerusalem
Sennacherib Assyrians 722

1. Under ____________________ the second ____________________ grew;

2. And they enslaved ____________________ in ____________________.

3. ____________________ and a great army ____________________

4. On ____________________'s walls, where a plague their
____________________ ended.
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Name: _________________________________________________

Unit 9 - Persian Empire

Fill in the best answer for each question.

Word Box
586 Babylon Cyrus faiths

Nebuchadnezzar Persia Persia Temple

1. In __________________ BC __________________

2. Destroyed the great __________________ - Jerusalem's treasure.

3. Captive in __________________, Israel grieved;

4. Its suffering King __________________ of __________________ relieved.

5. The Empire of __________________ stretched far and wide;

6. In this largest of Empires all __________________ could abide.
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